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Blast from the 
past

  

 Phase 1: Series of consultations with stakeholders on the 
envisioned data model (WG MC IMINQA, QA agencies, EC, 
HEIs, ENIC NARICs, individual experts etc.) [January 2023 – 
May 2023] 

Phase 2: Setting and testing the system with 4 registered QA 
agencies (ACQUIN, IAAR, ECTE, ZEvA) [Summer 2023]

 
Phase 3: Incorporating final feedback from WG MC IMINQA 
and participating agencies [September 2023 – Early 2024]

 
Phase 4: Launching the live version and opening the system 
for all EQAR registered agencies [Early 2024]



www.testzone.eqar.eu/qa-results



Incorporating final feedback from WG 
MC IMINQA and participating agencies

1. Introduced the category 
“Other provisions” 
for provisions that have 
(a) more than  59 ECTS but 
(b) do not lead to a full 
(recognised) degree



 

 
 

 

 

 2. Abolished the field 
“Micro credential(s) covered” 
as to avoid confusion



Incorporating final feedback from WG 
MC IMINQA and participating agencies

3. Updated terminology

“Education providers” as a generic 
term for all entities offering HE provisions 
(both HEIs and alternative 
providers)



Incorporating final feedback from WG 
MC IMINQA and participating agencies

4. Updated handbook for QA agencies

*First public preview* 

https://deqar-docs-draft.app.eqar.eu/

https://deqar-docs-draft.app.eqar.eu/


Incorporating final feedback from WG 
MC IMINQA and participating agencies
4. Updated handbook for QA agencies



Next steps   

 1. Complete the handbook after last feedback from the WG
(+ Update illustrations and templates for adding providers 
and reports)

2. Set a webinar for EQAR registered agencies for announcing 
the novelties: 5th or 6th of February

a) Open the test environment for all EQAR registered 
agencies during the webinar and allow agencies to get 
familiar and test the system and send feedback

b) Incorporate the feedback by 26 of February

 3. Launch the live version on 1st of March 2024

 

 4. Launch new API in September 2024



Thank you
For any ideas and reflections please drop an email at: aleksandra.zivkovikj@eqar.eu OR 
see

 

 
 Questions regarding the project? Contact us: IMINQAproject@gmail.com
 Follow us on Twitter: @IMINQAproject

mailto:aleksandra.zivkovikj@eqar.eu
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